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Abstract - Load balancing are important components of Distributed Systems. Designing efficient load
balancing techniques has been always a challenges researcher. New Applications and architecture
require new strategies for load balancing. Use of heterogeneous computing architecture requires
partitions that account for uniform computing network and memory resources. Tremendous amount of
literature is available for load balancing. In this paper important developments are put at one place
and further issues of load balancing research are explored. We intend to provide a template for load
balancing research before further researcher.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
The basic idea with load balancing is to share incoming connections across multiple hardware devices. For example
a web site may receive many thousands of hits an hour. The web site load balancer needs to distribute these hits
across multiple backend servers in order to process the requests in a reasonable amount of time. If only one server
handled all the incoming requests most of us would have given up on the Internet by now due to how slow it would
be. There are two main types of load balancing:



software load balancing
hardware load balancing
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With software load balancing the software accepts the incoming connections and distributes them across multiple
servers. The Apache Web Server is a typical example of a software load balancer. It accepts web requests and shares
them across multiple backend servers. With hardware load balancing a hardware device such as a switch does the
load balancing. This is faster than using software. The two main types of hardware load balancing are:



server load balancing
switch load balancing

Which type of load balancing you use depends on the requirements of your system. The problem of load balancing
continues to raise interesting challenges to researchers. The operating systems and distributed application design
must include solutions for solving it. The main reason is to increase the economic efficiency. The main target of a
distributed kernel is to provide supplementary computing power to a local user whenever it is needed. The most
efficient solution is to use other partially loaded machines for computing sub-trees, in other words to use a remote
computing solution [1]. This process is known as load balancing and must be automatically made with respect to the
end user needs. The classic approach is to use algorithms, which try to solve the problem by analyzing the current
state of the system. This way has some disadvantages like the need of medium or large computing power and due to
this problem the scalability is poor on larger systems. The other approach is the one which try to estimate some how
the future system state in order to propose a more stable solution. The assignment of work to processors is critical in
parallel simulations. It maximizes application performance by keeping processor idle time and interprocessor
communication as low as possible. In applications with constant workloads static load balancing can be used as a
pre-processor to the computation. Other applications such as adaptive finite element methods have workloads that
are unpredictable or change during the computation. Such applications require dynamic load balancers that adjust
the decomposition as the computation proceeds. Numerous strategies for static and dynamic load balancing have
been developed including recursive bisection (RB) methods [3-5], space-filling curve (SFC) partitioning [6-10] and
graph partitioning (including spectral [4,11], multilevel [12-14], and diffusive methods [15-17]). These methods
provide effective partitioning for many applications, perhaps suggesting that the load-balancing problem is solved.
RB and SFC methods are used in crash [18], particle [6, 18], and adaptive finite element simulations [3, 8, 19].
Graph partitioning is effective in traditional [13, 14], adaptive [20, 21], and multiphase [22, 23] finite element
simulations, due, in part, to high quality serial (Chaco [24], METIS [14], Jostle [25], Party [26], Scotch [27]) and
parallel (ParMETIS [28], PJostle [25]) graph partitioners.
II.

RELATED WORK

Earlier focus was given to homogeneous distributed computing environment, but present research has a focus on
heterogeneous computing as point by Moons et al. in [29]. They also presented a detail discussion DACNOS
(Distributed Academic Computing Network Operating System) which is a system for general solution for running
distributed applications in heterogeneous network. Bond in [30] explored an experimental task allocation system of
UNIX called STARS. He showed the utility of STARS for load sharing and thus maximizing the throughput of
distributing computing. He showed that a load sharing environment increases global system performance for little
overhead or user effort. Winckler [31] has surveyed on context-sensitive load balancing policies and information
requirements in decentralized architecture. He has presented techniques for utilizing job context information in
distributed computing system. He discusses context-sensitive sequencing rules as main part of load balancing
policies and advantages of workload predictability for dynamic look ahead planning. A topic of the discussion was
the server state and work plan information requirements of the proposed policies which vary in a wide range.
Additionally, communication protocol suggestions to efficiently support the policies especially in highly loaded
decentralized organized systems are included. Implementation of this kind of sequencing rules for load balancing in
distributed computing system could result in a significant increase in performance especially in highly loaded
systems where response times are a major issue. For better performance in parallel application load balancing is a
key factor where tasks are created in dynamic fashion. In many computations, tasks have priorities, and solutions to
the computation may be achieved more efficiently if these priorities are adhered to in parallel execution of the task.
Sinha et al. in [32] described development of more efficient prioritized load balancing strategies that takes care of
load imbalances, balances prioritized by centralizing queue, and balances memory requirement of processors by
using tokens.
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Increase in web traffic distributed multi server web site can provide scalability, and flexibility to cope with growing
client demands. Many DNS (Domain Name Server) based schedulers have been proposed in literature, mainly for
multiple homogeneous server. Heterogeneous web servers not only increase the complexity of DNS scheduling
problem but also algorithm for homogeneous distributed systems not directly applicable. To propose new policies
called adaptive TTL (Time to Live) algorithms that take into account of both the uneven distribution of client
request rates and heterogeneity of web servers to adaptively set the TTL for each address mapping request.
Colajanni et al. in [33] conclude that adaptive TTL strategies show low computational complexity and high
robustness, and do not require many system state information. Bohn et al. in [34] find that when range of processing
power is narrow, some benefits can be achieved with asymmetric load balancing. When the range of processing
power is broad, dramatic improvement in performance are realized. Their experiments has shown unto 92%
improvements when asymmetrically load balancing a modified version of the NAS parallel benchmarks’ LU
application on a heterogeneous cluster of Linux powered PCs. They conclude that the removal of older hardware is
unnecessary even when the newer hardware has more than twice the performance.
Earlier for high performance computing network of workstation may be employed. In such an environment,
partitioning a target job based on only the first order moments (means) of system parameter is not optimal. Lee et al.
in [35] is proposed to consider the second order moments (standard deviation) also in load balancing in order to
minimize execution time of target job on a set of work stations where the round robin job scheduling policy is
adopted. It has been verified through computer simulation that the proposed static and dynamic load balancing
scheme can be significantly reduce execution time of target job in a NOWs (Network of workstations) environment,
compared to cases where only the means of the parameter are used.
In parallel computing and distributed system design the load balancing is a problem. León et al. [36] presented a
new heuristic approach in assuring an optimal load balancing into a local computer network using cognitive
behavioral modeling. They conclude that the simulation results are in good agreement with the proposed mode.
For parallel computation, Data partitioning and load balancing are important components. Many different
partitioning strategies have been developed, with great effectiveness in parallel applications. New applications and
architectures require new partitioning features. Existing algorithms must be enhanced to support more complex
applications. Increased use of heterogeneous computing architectures requires partitioners that account for nonuniform computing, network, and memory resources. Devine et al. in [37] discuss their approaches to addressing
these issues within the Zoltan Parallel Data Services toolkit. They conclude that the load-balancing problem is not
yet solved. Developing data grids has become a major concern to make grids attractive for a wide range of dataintensive applications. Storage subsystems are most likely to be a performance bottleneck in data grids and therefore
Qin [38] focuses to design and evaluate a data-aware load balancing strategy to improve the global usage of storage
resources in data grids. He built a model to estimate the response time of job running at a local site or remote site. In
light of this model, can calculate slowdowns imposed on jobs in a data grid environment. He propose a loadbalancing strategy that aims to balance load of a in such a judicious way that computation and storage resources in
each site are simultaneously well utilized. He conducted experiments using a simulated data grid to analyze the
performance of the proposed strategy. Experimental results confirmed that their load-balancing strategy could
achieve high performance for data-intensive jobs in data grid environments.
III.

CRITICAL RESEARCH ISSUES FOR LOAD BALANCING

During our literature survey we explored that the techniques of load balancing are yet to be improved at many
fronts. In this section we put our findings that will provide a template to the researchers interested in the area of the
load balancing especially for the heterogeneous distributed computing environments.
Due to slow deployment of parallel programs, it is difficult to write efficient parallel programs. In parallel
programming environment two points are important i) When will particular task be executed ii) Which processor
will perform that task. Most of the parallelizable application do not have regular structure for efficient
parallelization, therefore such type of applications require load balancing to perform efficiently. The load in these
applications may change over time thus requiring rebalancing.
In recent years, new types of parallel computers have appeared. Networks of commodity workstations are making
parallel computation available to group of researchers. Workstation networks present new issues for the application
programmer. In addition to application imbalance, a parallel program must be concerned with background load from
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other simultaneous users. Parallel programs may run on clusters of workstations on an interactive user's desks,
where the primary user only permits parallel computation when the computer is not being used interactively. Finally,
computational clusters may expand over time, but with the rapid increase in computational power, new processors
are likely to be faster than the older machines that they are supplementing. To maximize throughput, load balancers
in parallel applications must account for all these factors.
Work migration is a unified scheme for handling both application-specific and externally-arising load imbalance.
The difficulty with migrating work is that either work is repartitioned in an application-specific way, placing the
burden on the application programmer, or that automatic migration is supported, but with poor accuracy, due to the
lack of application-specific knowledge.
Object migration provides a way of performing accurate and fine-grained automatic load balancing. Objects usually
have small, well-defined regions of memory on which they operate, reducing the cost of migration. Using the
Charm++ object model, the run-time system measures the work represented by particular objects, rather than
deriving execution time from application-specific heuristics. Furthermore, the run-time system records object-toobject communication patterns, so the load balancer can asses the communication impact of migrating particular
objects. We have developed strategies which take into account both the message sizes and the network hop length to
minimize the total amount of communication.
Communication latencies form a significant factor in the performance of parallel applications on these large
machines. The latencies are primarily due to network contention in the grid and torus networks, which are usually
used in these large parallel machines. Our load balancing strategies minimize the impact of topology by heuristically
minimizing the number of hops traveled by each communicated packet. They are not network specific and work for
all classes of interconnection networks. Seed load balancing involves the movement of object creation messages, or
seeds to create a balance of work across a set of processors. Several variations of strategies are being analyzed. In
particular, we distinguish between global strategies, which may result in communication amongst all processors to
exchange load information, and neighborhood strategies, which typically impose a dense graph organization on the
processors, and restrict communication to neighbors only. Some strategies use averaging of loads to determine how
seeds should be distributed, while others use receiver-initiated strategies, where a processor requests work from
elsewhere when it is about to go idle. A strategy that places seeds randomly when they are created and does no
movement of seeds thereafter is used as a baseline for comparison on numerous benchmarks.
IV.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

Load sharing is a simple and effective means of maximizing computational throughput in a distributed computing
environment. By applying simple allocation strategies, the average response time is reduced. Load balancing or
sharing environment increases system performance. Without load balancing, some processors in the system are idle
while other processors having many ready tasks waiting to run when the average processor utilization is just below
100%. Load balancing functions make use of the processor resource more efficiently and produce great
improvement under this condition. When the processor utilization is close to 100%, the processors are always busy.
Future study includes consideration of communication among subtasks and performance analysis for real workloads
on network of workstations. A researcher may focus on optimal achievement of object migration, work migration,
seed load balancing and communication latency.
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